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Abstract
This photo essay explores the tension between the tenderness expressed by women of the Levant
region and the violence amidst which they live. The photographs this essay showcases were all
taken in the Levant by women with cultural and ethnic ties to the region. This paper aims to
explore the complex identities of the women seen in these photographs, and to hear from them
what womanhood means in the Levant. The western media often appropriates this identity and
assigns roles to Arab women. This paper will both analyse how Levantine women see
themselves, and at times contrast this with the image of them generated by the western media.
During the process of this essay, I conducted research on photographers, on the general region of
the Levant, and on western media representation of women from the Levant.
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Introduction
This photo essay explores a feminist interpretation of the tension between tenderness and
violence in the lives of women in the Levant. The original French definition of the term “Levant''
specifically meant: the sun rises in the East (Rabbat, n.d.). It originally described all of the
Eastern Mediterranean region but today, the Levant includes Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Israel-Palestine (Carlino, 2006). The nine photographs showcased in this essay were taken in the
Levant by female photographers Myriam Boulos, Rania Matar, Lamia Maria Abillama, and
Tanya Habjouqa, all of whom have cultural and ethnic ties to the region. This photo essay reveals
not only the binary pull between tenderness and violence, but also the deeply-rooted
intergenerational nature of this tension. The notion of renewal is seen throughout this exploration
of female culture and identity. Giving voice to the women of this region allows the stark contrast
to emerge between how they see themselves and how western media portrays them.

Methodology
The polarity between modernity and traditionalism, in part due to the divergent religious
doctrines, has catapulted both the legal and cultural status of Levantine women into constant
turmoil. This essay uses the term “Orientalism” as the traditional western view of the Middle
East, and it is important to acknowledge that view is fundamentally sexist and racist.
Traditionally, in an Orientalist reading as well as in standard Western media, Arab women are
depicted as oppressed victims silenced by the patriarchy; they are portrayed as “crying faces full
of agony,” imprisoned by men and religion (Falah, 2005). This representation disregards the fact
that many Levantine women live an entirely modern existence, or one which the West would
characterize as “liberated”. “A major effect of the predominance of images of war, terrorism,
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fundamentalism, and violence in Western media coverage of the Arab world is that it completely
erases important regional, cultural, religious, and class distinctions” (Vali, n.d.). However, in
recent years, largely due to the Arab Spring of 2011, the media’s gaze on Arab women has
shifted. The depiction of women started to deconstruct the traditional stereotypes and showed
Arab women in a more modern setting emphasizing their independence, capacity for rebellion,
and steadfast courage. However, this more contemporary portrayal arguably does not explore in
adequate detail the complexity of the female Levantine experience, and it almost never includes
the voices of the subjects themselves. It is more often a male or western voice assigning the
experience and identity to these women. In an effort to move away from the Orientalist tradition
of assigning identities, it is imperative that the women of the Levant be given the defining voice
on the subject of their womanhood.
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Evidence/Discussion

Myriam Boulos’ photograph from her “Dead End” series, taken in 2019, showcases the post
Arab Spring representation of women; in this case the subject is taking control of her body. The
juxtaposition of the woman’s confrontational pose and the linearity of the mosque architecture
outline her protest to the prison of patriarchy. As seen between her legs, she gives birth to a light
symbolizing the novel representations of Levantine women. Light is associated with god or
knowledge in the Quran, as is seen in the Verse of Light “Allah is the Light of the heavens and
the earth...and Allah doth know all things”, al-Qur’ān, 24:35” (Bonnéric, 2015) This statement
that god is knowledge, which is represented by light, indicates that this photograph is showing a
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woman giving birth to knowledge. The woman stands strongly and boldly as the epicenter of
power but also embodies a vulnerability due to her near nudity and isolation. The combination of
this tenderness and violence encapsulates the very conflict we see in the representations by
Levantine women of their peers.

The individual and group identity of the women from this region is one which is
underexplored in western media, and it is therefore all the more imperative that we look to
Levantine women for our understanding of them. Sjanne Adams of Southern Illinois University
discusses this in an exploration of depictions of Arab women in western media. “Race, Gender,
Hollywood: Representation in Cultural Production and Digital Media’s Potential for Change
(Erigha, 2015) by Maryann Erigha stresses not only that the quality of representation... of women
and minorities is often stereotypical and creatively limited, the numerical representation...is also
limited: women and ethnic minorities occupy far less space in the cultural canon than the
narrative of the white male” (Adams 2019). Along with there being limited representations of
Arab women, the representations that do exist are not aligned with the versions of Levantine
womanhood that we see expressed in the photographs taken by the women themselves. Adams
discusses Jack Shaheen’s Reel Arab Women and this notion of a stereotyped Arab woman. “...
Arab women were portrayed as submissive, exotic subjects...there is the oppressed wife,
described by Shaheen as “shapeless bundles of black, a homogeneous sea of covered, ululating
women, trekking behind their unshaven mates. ... Second, there is the oversexualized harem
maiden...Lastly, there is the female terrorist...Hollywood has created an image of Arab women in
a pathetic state; they are dehumanized, unsuccessful characters.” (Adams 2015)
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In a search for an understanding of Levantine womanhood that transcends the reach of western
media, one finds images that explore this identity in the context of female community and
family. In this image we see a young girl whose identity has yet to be formed, standing under the
watchful glare of her mother, or of the past, a past that is both protective and perhaps judgmental.
The paintings in the background clearly speak to the conflicted roles of women in the Levant. We
see a veiled woman on the left, and a highly exposed woman on the right. This photograph
portrays the complexity and internal conflict that exists in any young woman’s search for
womanhood. The details of this young girl’s search are specific to her culture, however, the
search itself remains universal. It is this universality that renders women of the Levant familiar to
any viewer, and distinctly remote from the western media stereotype of them.
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The cultural specifics of womanhood in this region include many years of violence and war.
Lamia Maria Abillama’s “Clashing Realities” project aims to highlight the lives of Lebanese
women who have had to endure the curse of war for generations. These four women are in their
most vulnerable space, their home, and yet they wear the clothing of battle. The young girl in the
foreground stands in a light of innocence, untouched by war. The contrast between the bright
light which shines upon the young girl and the darker hue in which the women sit showcases the
violence that will soon also grasp the gentle youth of the girl. On the wall behind them hangs a
framed painting of an old man that may symbolize the system of patriarchy that continues to look
down upon women. The young girl is almost level with the man because she represents the
modernity in the new era of Levantine women, while the older generations are still seated below
the image, showing patriarchy’s subjugation of women.
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This photograph is showcased in Jordanian-born Tanya Habjouqa’s series “Occupied Pleasures.”
and brings attention to the vital nature of physical occupation in the Levantine psyche. This
occupation refers to the occupation of land, and also to the physical occupation of a woman’s
body. Given the title of this series, and the relevance it has to the Israel Palestine conflict, the girl
standing in the middle of the photo, with the blue ocean and sky behind her could “imply a
national connotation of the flag of Israel as a reference” (Marnin-Distefeld, 2018). This
seemingly peaceful image provides its own window into the role that the conflict of the region
has had on young women and what may for some be a conflict between their history and their
future.
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Myriam Boulos photographed the destruction following the port blast that occurred in Beirut in
August, 2020 in Beirut. This photograph of model Nour Saliba was taken in her apartment after
the explosion. Her relaxed pose and peaceful expression invite the viewer to feel a sense of
comfort and stillness. A singular wall is the only thing separating tenderness from violence. The
relaxed model stands in front of the window in her white tank top and pink pants, the shape of
her body exposed, all elements that symbolize a highly modern notion of femininity. Although
the explosion in Beirut was not an act of violence it can be read in this image as representing the
violence and destruction with which Lebanon has lived for decades. The window into this
violence is seen literally through the window of her once peaceful apartment. Although standing
in a relaxed pose, Nour also appears to be holding the viewer’s gaze, holding her body still, and
showing no sign of walking away from the chaos behind her. This symbolizes the determination
and stalwart nature inherent in the notion of womanhood in the Levant. This portrayal of a young
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woman who will not leave her history and her home, speaks of a strength and of a particularly
female resistance. It is a female resistance that is markedly different from the version shown in
western media as described by Shaheen.

Rania Matar’s series “She” portrays young women experiencing life transitions. The colors of
the Lebanese flag are red, white, and green. Red represents the blood shed for the liberation of
Lebanon, white represents purity and peace, and green acts as a symbol for eternity, happiness,
and prosperity. In an interview I conducted with Matar, I asked about these color choices, and
she responded by saying that she feels as if the red “gives strength to the women” she
photographs. (Matar, 2021) The woman on the left is asleep with her face and torso in an open
vulnerable position. We see in this a fragility and peace, despite the violence this woman must
know. “As a geographical and cultural region, the Levant has been fractured by intense political
violence” (Biggs, 2016) Matar’s desire as a Lebanese woman to give strength to her subjects, and
the perhaps subconscious use of the national colors indicates a belief that as a woman strength is
valued, and that the history and culture of Lebanon are protective forces in the face of transition.
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Once again we see that when women of the Levant represent themselves there is a strength and
pride that emerges alongside a vulnerability and tenderness.

This photograph entitled,“Alae, Khiyam, Lebanon, 2019 (In the Water)” is also from Rania
Matar’s “She” series. In both Western and Islamic culture, water symbolizes the origin from
which all life is created. The woman in this photo seeks purification from the water in her state
of isolation. Visual references to Pre Raphaelite paintings of Shakespeare's Ophelia are evident,
as are the brush strokes of pointillism as seen through the flickers of color in the image. The
historical art references seen in this photograph place this image within the history of
representations of women in art. We see a woman in a hijab, suggesting this very traditional
notion of an Muslim woman, yet the image contains multiple references to historical images of
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women in the West. “By creating this appearance of an iconic female Muslim depicted in
conventional Western poses, the artist questions Western cultural values regarding women's
status in society” (Marnin-Distefeld, 2018). There is also a tenderness to the image as she floats
peacefully in the water, but this tenderness is belied by the suggestions of death that her floating
body suggests. Once again we see a layered message of womanhood that has not yet become part
of the western media narrative on the subject.

This photograph is also part of Tanya Habjouqa’s “Occupied Pleasures'' series. The utilization of
the word ‘occupied’ in the title refers to the larger political notion of occupied land. However, if
one looks at this image through a femininist lens, one can also analyze the notion of women
occupying their own bodies and their place within society. To understand that all women are
exposed to centuries of patriarchal domination in one form or another is not to be conflated with
accusations of female Arab victimhood. The yoga mat traditionally establishes an area of
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practice or a piece of earth on which one is going to practice. These women stand strong, facing
the viewer. The term Sumud is an Arabic word, which means this very steadfast resilience. It is
most often used in reference to the geo politics of the region; however, is clearly also applicable
to a feminist reading of this image. Yasmin Khodory in the International Journal of Women’s
Studies writes, “Middle Eastern women have played and continue to play major roles in
responding to society, gender and state oppression… the Palestinian women engage in
unconventional unarmed or peaceful resistance through Sumud and cultural resistance…”
(Khodary, n.d.). The calm strength of these women is reminiscent of the women seen in each of
the photographs.

Conclusion
The media representations of women of the Levant are numerically limited and are created by
people other than Levantine women. The exploration of what womanhood means in this region
has a gaping chasm in the form of silenced Levantine women. Based on the work seen here, they
hold a strong and steadfast stance in the tsunami of cultural complexity and violence that
surrounds them. They show the beauty of tenderness in a time that is encapsulated in violence.
The photographer's work reclaims the voice of Levantine women and creates a visual
counterargument to the historic western or Orientalist portrayal of these women. Any other
recounting would be an appropriation. In order to understand the story of these women we must
hear their voices and it is these voices that these photographs allow us to hear. There is much
room remaining to study the female photography of the region with the aim of better
understanding this version of womanhood. To date there has been very limited exploration of
this. Without this, it is impossible to properly understand the region. Not understanding the
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region leads to a dehumanization that is seen so often in the western media. This paper aims to
begin a discussion of womanhood in the Levant, as led by its own women.
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